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Introduction
Cell morphology is a fundamental cell feature and even used to identify pathologies in cells but is currently analyzed
with limited quantitative capacity and often low throughput methods. We developed a platform that generates high-
dimensional morphology data using high resolution bright-field images that are captured in microfluidic flow and when
coupled with one of our Deep Neural Network architectures, cells can be classified and sorted in real time. Cells are
label-free, unperturbed and viable, making them amenable to molecular and functional analysis methods without the
need for complex sample pre-processing, biased cell labels (e.g. EpCAM), gating, or bioinformatics capabilities.
Together, the Deepcell platform enables discovery and characterization of cellular phenotypes and integration of
morpholomics into other molecular -omics.

Malignant effusion samples represent a non-invasive (compared to tissue biopsy) and valuable source of tumor cells
with great potential for diagnostic, precision medicine and biomarker discovery work. Thus, development of tumor cell
isolation methods capable of capturing the phenotypically heterogeneous populations of malignant cells that are often
in low abundance, yet remaining amenable to diverse downstream analysis methods including molecular and functional
assays, would be of great value. In this study we used >3 million cell images for model training to develop an AI model
that can identify and enrich for malignant cells from malignant effusion samples. We demonstrate the ability to perform
high-dimensional morphological profiling and sort for tumor cells from effusion samples resulting in enriched samples
that are compatible with common downstream analysis methods used in cytology, precision medicine and discovery
studies. Additionally, high-dimensional morphology analysis can reveal heterogenous populations of tumor cells that
can offer a new dimension to understand tumor cell diversity within the fluids. Further work is planned to evaluate the
link between the morphological, molecular and functional characteristics of identified subpopulations.

Figure 2. Deepcell Malignant Effusion AI Model. FACs-sorted cells from effusion samples were used to capture high
resolution bright-field images for malignant effusion AI model training and validation. The performance of the model to
identify carcinoma cells from malignant effusion samples was evaluated by in silico validation and the area under the
curve (AUC) is 0.96. Additionally, the image embeddings can be extracted and used for UMAP analysis (Figure 2).

Deepcell Platform 

Figure 3. Projection of cell embeddings in non-malignant and breast cancer effusion sample. Quantitative
morphological analysis was performed on the image embeddings of the cells from effusion samples from a patient with a
non-malignant and breast cancer diagnosis. The t-SNE plots illustrate clusters of morphologically distinct cells defined as
malignant by the classifier that are present in the breast cancer patient sample only. Representative images captured by
the Deepcell platform are shown.

Figure 4. Malignant effusion AI classifier performance on clinical samples. Effusion samples were confirmed
malignant by a board certified pathologist and the cancer indication for each sample is indicated. Samples were
immunostained and analyzed by flow cytometry to determine the percent carcinoma (EpCAM+/Claudin-4+) cells which
was used as ground truth. An aliquot of the same sample was imaged on the Deepcell instrument and the percent
malignant cells determined by the classifier are reported. Institution requirements vary but are often malignant cell
fractions of >10% or >20% to be eligible for certain molecular testing methods. Based on the flow cytometry data
results, 69% and 59% of samples in this cohort would not be eligible for molecular testing and would benefit from
enrichment if requirements were 10% and 20%, respectively. High concordance between flow cytometry and AI
classifier results were observed.

Figure 5. Case studies of two ovarian HGSC body fluid samples. Ascitic fluids were collected from two different
patients diagnosed with ovarian HGSC and cytology and molecular analysis were performed on sample pre- and post
sorting on the Deepcell platform. (A) PAP stain was performed on cell blocks and malignant cells (yellow arrow) in a
background of non-tumor cells (mixed inflammatory cells and mesothelial cells) were detected in pre-sorted samples.
Higher purity of malignant cells that maintain the morphology (confirmed by a board certified pathologist) was observed
in sorted samples. Photos were taken at 40x and 100x. (B) WGS followed by CNV analysis was performed and increased
amplitude of deletions and amplifications were observed including some identified in sorted cells not identified in pre-
sorted samples (arrows: amplifications, red; deletions, green). (C) Ampliseq Cancer Hotspot panel NGS amplification and
on WGA products and Accel-Amplicon Lung Panel identified two somatic p53 mutations and respective allele frequencies
are reported.

Morphologically unique clusters of 
cells defined as malignant cells in 
an effusion sample from a breast 
cancer patient.

% Viability (average +/- SD)

Sample Pre-sorted Sorted or flown-through

PMBC 94.7 ± 2.5% 94.2 ± 3.8%

GM12878 90.6 ± 3.1% 91.0 ± 5.4%

H522 and A549 96.1 ± 2.0% 96.9 ± 2.2%

NSCLC DTC 71.0 ± 4.4% 65.0 ± 1.0%

Effusion 79.5 ± 0.8% 68.1 ± 1.2%
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Figure 6. Deepcell platform sorted cells are viable and have unperturbed RNA expression profile. (A) Pre-
sorted and sorted (or flown-through) PBMCs, cell lines (GM12878, H522 and A549), NSCLC Dissociated Tumor Cells
(DTCs) and malignant effusion samples were stained with trypan blue or a Cyto-dye and propidium iodine to stain live and
dead cells, respectively. The percent viable cells +/- STD deviation are reported. (B) Gene expression correlation plot of
mean (log10(molecules per cell per gene)) for the sorted and pre-sorted cells from the EPCAM+/PTPRC(CD45)- cluster.
Each data point is a gene. The gene expression correlation coefficient (R2) was 0.98.

Deepcell platform sorted cells are viable and minimal RNA gene expression changes
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Results

Figure 1. Deepcell workflow. (1) Single cell suspension is (2) loaded onto the microfluidic chip and (3) as cells flow
past the imaging area, single-cell high resolution bright-field images are captured and the images are used by the (4a)
AI model for high-dimensional morphological analysis and/or (5) classification and sorting in real-time. The target cells
routed for the Cell Collection Reservoir can be (6) retrieved and processed for (7) downstream analysis. (4b) The image
embeddings can be extracted (in addition or independently of sorting) and analyzed to generate high-dimensional
morphological profiles that can be visualized by UMAP and used to discover morphologically heterogeneous
populations of cells.

High concordance 
between flow cytometry 
and AI classifier results

Figure 8. scRNA-seq analysis was performed to characterize cell populations in pre- and sorted ovarian cancer effusion
sample. (A) Annotation of the different cell populations was conducted on the aggregated datasets before and after
enrichment on the Deepcell platform. 5 cell populations were identified including EpCAM+ and EpCAM- tumor cells and
monocyte, T cell and other immune cell populations. (B) Pseudo-color gene expression level of EpCAM, CLDN4 (Claudin-4),
CD24 (stem cell marker), PTPRC (CD45), CD3E and CD14 expression. (C) Annotation of the different cell populations present in
sample before and after enrichment on the Deepcell platform. (D) Cell type and respective percent of the total cell population
for pre-sorted and sorted sample.
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Figure 7. Deepcell sorting does not alter the gene expression profile. Bulk RNA-seq was conducted on pre- and post-
Deepcell run cells from benign and malignant breast and ovarian cancer pleural effusion samples. Bulk RNA-seq was also
performed on one specimen not run through the platform but stored at room temperature (time 0 and 3 hours) to mimic pre- and
post-run conditions. (A) Heatmap of the 200 transcripts with the most variability between all specimens. (B) UMAP projection of
the gene expression profiles with each dot representing a sample.

• The Deepcell platform images single cells using high resolution brightfield imaging and generates high dimensional
morphology data that we visualized by UMAP.

• We developed an AI Model that can identify and isolate carcinoma cells from malignant effusion samples. In silico
validation yielded AUC=0.96.

• The malignant effusion AI model performance was tested on clinical samples and percent malignant population was
concordant to flow cytometry results (ground truth).

• We demonstrate that the Deepcell instrument and workflow is gentle on cells yielding label-free and viable cells
that have maintained morphological features used by cytologists and minimally altered RNA expression profiles.

• We demonstrated enrichment of carcinoma cells from malignant effusions based as shown by CNV profiling,
targeted mutation analysis, and cytological analysis.

• scRNA-seq analysis shows an enrichment of EpCAM(+) tumor cells, as well as the presence of EpCAM(-) tumor cells
in the sorted cells. EpCAM(-) cells have high levels of Claudin-4 and CD24.

• The Deepcell platform offer a new approach to study cell and tumor heterogeneity and integrate cell morphology
into single cell multi-omics.

Case studies: Verification of carcinoma cell enrichment in clinical samples
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Enrichment of EpCAM(+) and EpCAM(-) tumor 
cells from pleural fluid. EpCAM(-) cells have 

high Claudin-4 and CD24 expression.
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